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Creating
Fans

Ogilyv once said "a good advertisement is
one which sells the product without
drawing attention to itself". Digital
marketing is able to do this in a way never
before possible; people are used to
consuming information, recommendations
and content daily in digital formats. Their
communities are often online, and digital
marketing entrenches itself in their lives
and platforms with ease. The ability to
interact with your favourite brands creates
fans, rather than just buyers. 
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Social Media
The following social platforms can market to specific lists.
Meaning, a list of the 500 people you most want to advertise
to (regardless of their seniority) can be uploaded to each
platform by us and targeted with a range of adverts. This
consistent familiarity and intense targeting ensures you
always get the attention of the specific prospects you are
interested in. 

The format of these adverts can be video, lead generation
forms or social content, including sharing blogs. 

Targeting can then be further whittled down by
demographics, company, job title, age, location, salary
percentile, education etc. Meaning, if you had a list of 500
people, you could choose to target only those earning above
$100,000 a year.
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Instagram is owned by Facebook and therefore is similar from a
marketing perspective. Audiences can be targeted through their feed or
stories with ads made for those specific formats.*

*Subject to legal approval

INSTAGRAM

While less popular amongst younger generations, Facebook still holds
sway with a lot of 35-55 aged audiences.*

FACEBOOK

Attracting specific B2B buyers has never been easier. We can leverage
company, role and list specific targeting to attract and retain the
highest paying clients available. 

LINKEDIN



Lookalike
Audiences
Once you start gaining buyers, we can
then take the lists of buyers won through
digital marketing and make lookalike
audiences, which will target people
similar to those you sold to, creating a
continuous loop of successful marketing. 

Disclaimer: This cannot be done with ads
that mention credit or housing. 
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Retargeting
Retargeting is one of the most cost-
effective ways of marketing. Your
prospects need to interact with you
several times to build up trust before
buying, retargeting supercharges that
process giving your prospects
interactions across Youtube, news
outlets, Instagram and more. 

By allowing us to install platform specific
pixels on your website, we can retarget
buyers across the internet, speeding up
the buying process and increasing
customer touchpoints. 
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Google Display
Network

Advertise across
Google including
Play and Search.

GOOGLE

YouTube has 2
billion logged-in
monthly users. 

YOUTUBE

Reach people on the
websites they love
most with the GDN.

WEBSITES

The Google Display Network gives you the opportunity to be in front of
your users at every turn. Google Ads is no longer about what shows up
when you search. GDN gets your ads on websites of your choice, and
the websites your users love the most. 
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Dynamic
Ads
Dynamic ads are a common tactic used by
clothing and makeup brands. Rather than
showing every user the same thing, you can
show specific "products" to buyers that are
most likely to want to buy those products. 

By segmenting your services into
"products", you can be one of the first to
leverage targeted advertising in the form of
dynamic ads, showing users the adverts
they'll genuinely be interested in. 
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Targeting

Target people with similar traits to your current
buyers to increase market share. 

SIMILAR AUDIENCES

We can find the websites, Youtube channels and
phrases your buyers are following and advertise
to them through those channels. 

CUSTOM INTENT

Target people already in the market for financial
services, these people are ready to buy. 

IN MARKET AUDIENCES
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Marketing strategy
overview

We create the list, use it on the
appropriate social channels and
create lookalikes to target
audiences similar to our buyers.

SOCIAL MEDIA

We select the targeting options,
then create similar audiences to
the ones who bought, improving
targeting with time. 

GDN
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Strategy steps

We will create a list
for appropriate
channels, or use
expert demographic
targeting for others.

TARGET
We will use lookalike
audiences and similar
audiences to find
more buyers, creating
a buying loop. 

FIND MORE
Target people you've
already engaged,
marketing to them on
every channel until
they buy. 

REMARKET
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Thank you!
LET ME KNOW IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS OR NEED ANY
CLARIFICATIONS.


